
Halloween 
A 2nd Season Scenario for the Buffy the Vampire Slayer Board Game from Hasbro 

Ethan Rayne is in town and causing trouble with cursed Halloween costumes.  Buffy has 
become a Southern belle, Willow is a ghost, and Xander thinks he is a soldier.  Only by 
forcing Ethan to cast a counterspell can everyone be restored to their proper condition. 

Evil Set-up: 

Ethan starts on the Judge's start space in the Factory.  He may not leave the Factory until 
he is identified as a legal target (see below).  Ethan has 1 Fight die and 4 Majik dice.  He 
has eight life points.  Ethan can draw Research cards and can carry a maximum of four 
cards, mixing Evil cards and Research cards freely. 

Ethan starts with Spike, Drusilla, and Vamp X as minions (but see below for restrictions). 

Special Artifact: 

Use the Soldier's Costume as the Story Artifact.  Once the carrier uses it, his or her 
statistics become identical to Xander's (see below).  The costume cannot be traded once 
used and cannot be used by Evil characters.  The soldier costume does not have its usual 
effect in this scenario. 

Evil Objective: 

Escape.  Ethan escapes by reaching the Hellmouth once he has been identified as the 
villain (see below). 

Good Set-up: 

Substitute Angel for Oz. Angel has 3 Fight and 2 Majik dice. Like Oz, Angel can carry 1 
card of each type. He gets 12 Life points (use the Werewolf / Oz track to record these). 
Angel is a "Good Vampire", so he can be burned by the sun (but see below – there is no 
sun in this scenario), but he may also enter private homes. Angel starts on the "Oz Start" 
space in the Bronze. 

"Southern Belle" Buffy retains her Life points but has 1 Fight die and 1 Majik die.  She 
can carry 2 Help cards, but only 1 Weapon card. 

"Soldier" Xander retains his Life points, but has 4 Fight dice and 1 Majik die.  Damage 
done to "Soldier" Xander is divided in half (round down).  If he finds the Soldier 



Costume artifact, he gains +1 Fight dice and +2 Life points.  He can carry two Weapon 
cards, but only one Help card. 

"Ghost" Willow retains her Life and Majik points, but has 0 Fight dice.  "Ghost" Willow 
cannot be the target of physical attacks, cannot be Sired, and cannot carry Weapon or 
Artifact cards.  She is able to move through walls, closed doors, and other characters, 
including Evil ones.  Other characters, including evil ones, can also move through her.  
She cannot move over the Hellmouth.  "Ghost" Willow cannot be used to trap Ethan. 

Good Objective: 

Identify Ethan as the instigator of this mess, and corner him in a building or outdoors.  
Once Ethan is blocked in with no path of escape, he is beaten into submission and forced 
to cast the counterspell, releasing the curse on the good characters.  Killing Ethan does 
not win the game for the Good characters. 

RESTRICTIONS: 

Ethan cannot be attacked or targeted by spells until he has been identified as the culprit.  
Ethan can be identified by obtaining either the Giles Help card or the Cordelia Help card, 
or by finding the Soldier's Costume.  (If either Help card is used to identify Ethan, it 
cannot be used for any other purpose and must be discarded.)  Ethan cannot leave the 
Factory until he has been fingered as the villain. 

When you roll three small flames, you may also move Ethan, if he has been identified as 
the villain. 

Because Ethan is not actually in control of Spike, Drusilla, or Vamp X, he cannot 
exchange artifacts with them.  They can exchange artifacts amongst themselves, however, 
and if Ethan summons a minion, he can exchange artifacts with that minion. 

This scenario takes place entirely at night.  Skip over the Sunrise phase.  If a card is 
played that would move the Moon counter to Sunrise, place it on the first position after 
Sunrise.


